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Citizens flock to BL
registration count hits: 26261

INDUSTRY: Chen Cream hits the market..

our reported tried it out, see the result.

SOCIAL: Go karts hit the city,

first organized races are a fact.

Mayor elect resigns Index a go! Weather normal? LSpd, LSfd Popular!
After several sources gave

indication that one of the

runner-ups for our

mayor's seat would resign.

Mr. Castlebeck threw the

towel in the ring.

Now a few weeks later we

reflect with our previous

mayor elect on his

campaign, his life today

and his aspirations for the

future.

We have a vibrant city, with

a lot of citizens actively

writing some form of story.

Neighbourhood watches to

entrepreneurs, we all have

something to share.

In result, a few upstanding

citizens took it upon

themselves to gather all this

information and make an

easy to use index for our city

to discover.

There has been a lot of

speculation about the

weather this season. People

wondering if rain is the

main course of the day.

After checking in with our

local weather station,

we got the report that on

average the rain will last

about ten minutes on the

hour, which stated would

be less than the national

average.

BadLandsRP is certainly

becoming more popular

with the masses,

resulting in a record

number of citizen

applications, bolstering

the LSPD with new

recruits as well as our

medical services. .

A spokesman stated: ' As

the number of citizens go

up, so does the number

of reports, we need to

stay ahead of the curve

and make sure these

recruits hit the streets. '.

Office located on Palomino Avenue&Lindsay Circus in Little Seoul, Los Santos. Contact Editor: 456-3252
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INTERVIEW WITH RESIGNED ELECT

Mr Castlebeck gives insight

INTERVIEW:

Thank you for your time

Mr Castlebeck, it came as a

bit of a surprise to us that

you stepped out of the ring

before the bell rang. Does

this mean running again in

the future is off the table?

“Of course not, I believe

next time I will have more

time and be more organized

for future a campaign. I

believe in my ideals of how

the city should be for the

people since its by the

people you know ?“

How did this affect your

wish to make an impact on

the city? Can we expect to

see other things from you?

“I don't think it affected me

at all on how to make an

impact on the city. I will

still fight for what is right

and defend those voices

“

that aren't heard. I believe

everyone's voice matters

and to think otherwise is

hogwash“

How did this experience

affect your life after?

“It made me realize to get

the majority vote I need to

up my grass roots

campaign. Going door to

door isn't going to cut it,

Unlike Mr. Sanchez I don't

have the police's budget to

spend on my campaign, or

fancy jets or limos. I was

driving the streets in my 4

door sedan talking to the

wonderful people of this

City. Only real affect it had

on me is how much I really

love the people in this city“.

If you could do it all again,

what would help to make

difference?

“Be more active and have a

few people in my campaign,

I only had one guy, but he

was the man of Ten I tell

you Noodles Romanoff!

Great man, great presence

about him “.

What would be the top 5

ingredients that make any

city great?

“ Livable Wages, kept

Roads, Honest Police force,

A fun night life, Low Crime,

& Ketchup “

What were your first

thoughts after you arrived

in this city.

“Man, I can do anything!

This is the Los Santos

Dream! Movie star,

Musician, Police man, EMS,

City is full of options for

those who arrive daily “

If you could give one advice

to a new citizen arriving in

the city, what would that

be?

“Be proud of who you are,

never be too proud to dig

ditches, but never settle,

keep climbing out of the

ditch and build a solid

foundation, The sky is the

limit, and the ground is

your bastion. Be who you

want to be“ .

Thank you for your time

Mr Castlebeck.

We are all in high hopes

here in the office! We got

word that testing has begun

by our creators so that the

gates may open for more

citizens to wake up in Los

Santos.

What it means for our

government is a lot of joy

and possibly a lot more

head ache. We are very

curious to see how they will

handle that, no doubt it

lend space for more

creativity in the services

offered to the city.

No E.T.A is given as this is

custom by our creators but

one thing is for certain, it

will happen some day.

In anticipation we already

cleared a few new desks

here at the newsroom.

64 citizens awake!
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City allows Super Cars
Supercars tweaked by local mechanics after

government sets limit on top speeds.

Vegas Foundation starts soup kitchen for

less fortunate citizens

LS BANK OPENS

From now on we can gaze

upon beauty. The raw

sound of a perfectly

engineered tuned vehicle

that has the elegant lines of

a puma and the sting of a

scorpion, as it passes by.

The selfie you take just to

have it on the background

as you post it on

LifeInvader, we all been

there and I still am.

No doubt we are thankful

that the ports are open for

business, importing the

finest Super Cars into our

local dealer or shop.

But before you get all

excited like a boy getting

his first RC controlled toy,

We should state that these

toys are not for everyone.

Considering the price of a

vehicle will vary roughly

between two to six million

dollars, adding the costs to

take it out for a spin plus

gas prices, you might end

up scratching your head if

you are not making a

decent living.

Nonetheless, it's a fantastic

thing to behold or have. It's

a selfish car, as a two seater

means you got it just for

yourself or a special

someone that has the

luxury to join you.

Not a family car, a ' yes

honey I will pick him up

from school ' kinda car. It is

made to enjoy. While it's

true, it tempts to defy speed

limits. Even cruising can

give you that feeling that

all is well, life is good, and

you have succeeded.

These cars are not made for

going at light speeds, but

it's the acceleration that

makes them absolutely

fantastic.

The cities dealers, shops

and mechanics may have

the order to tweak the top

speed of these fine vehicles

but be assured you can

enjoy the rest to the fullest.

When we got word of a

private bank opening

downtown our first

response in the newsroom

was curious. As it sounds

like there is a lot of money

involved and in this city

this might lead to a great

chance or just the right

thing not to tangle with.

It turns out it's no ordinary

bank as we quickly got

turned down trying to open

an account with a deposit

of a thousand dollars.

This bank caters to those

who really have a dime to

spare, three hundred fifty

thousand and up, if so, you

can open an account,

receive 2% percent on your

savings every 3 weeks and

create a passive income for

yourself. There is a website

where clients can check up

on their accounts. And they

also claim that you can

withdraw at any time by

making an appointment

with the bank.

It seems the rich always do

get richer.

This endeavour has some

weight behind it with a few

well respected citizens being

involved. It is founded by

LSCapital inc. a company that

has been around a while, with

it's CEO Bill Vegas and a group

of principal partners at the

helm. The website also boosts

Lili Vegas as CFO, but we are

guessing that's just to spice

things up.

Either way it all seems

legitimate, good thing to know

when I trade in my Banto for

the Cogniscenti?

I just got word from the boss

that's not going to happen...

Website LSbank:

https://tinyurl.com/y8xp928f

Escalator to success

is a success
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INDUSTRY IN LOS SANTOS
Chen- creme hits the market - company

investigates burn marks on skin of senior

citizen.Headline Here

The government is doing a

great job giving the citizens a

forum to share a voice.

But what we were missing is

a platform for the citizens to

shine. There is great stuff

going on in the city but you

may have a hard time finding

it.

Businesses, projects,

community events

social events, services...

You can't see the forest

through the trees.

In response a few citizens

decided to manage an index

for the public to share, find

or discover these

opportunities and activities.

A spokesman states: “ It goes

without saying that it needs

the input of the citizens to

work but we are confident it

can be a great tool for our

active community to use. “

We also got confirmation

that the government has

given approval for this

project which makes things

even better. 'What seems

impossible today, will soon be

what makes you awesome ' is

their motto and I believe it,

we at BLrp Chronicles

already signing up!

The index is reported to be in

it's final stages of

development and is expected

to be open for public over the

coming week.

The overwhelming success

after the initial launch of

Chen Creme has caused

some commotion amongst

the senior citizens since

one reported to have burn

marks after using Chen

creme .

This senior citizen who

wishes to stay anonymous

for the public stated:

' After using Chen Cream,

I had this wonderful

sensation that can only be

described as bliss, after that

noticed an itching

sensation that grew into a

burning pain, it reminded

me of the burn marks I had

when they used mustard

gas in the trenches. I also

remember one time when

Billy Mc Cornick peed on

the sergeant at night... he

got so mad. '

In reply a spokesman of the

company stated:

“What di heeeeelllll?”

As of now the company is

treating this as a one time

case of a extreme rare

allergic response to a herb

used in the base product of

the creme .

After the impact on our

senior community.

A marketing-campaign to

restore consumer trust has

been issued, instructing

people of the possible side-

effects of Chen-Creme.

No mention has been made

about a settlement.

Pls send your comments,

thoughts or insights to

BLRPchronicles@gmail.com

we would love to hear from

you.

Government decides

to allow Platform for

citizens...

THE CITY SPEAKS

Chen crème is known to cause side effects, such as

(but not limited too), mood instability, Hepatitis,

anger, matricide, genocide, Chenicide, Myositis,

herpes, ulcers, Chlamydia, Gonorrhea, syphilis, the

urge to smoke, drink, the urge to do cocaine.

CHEN CREME - ORDER TODAY!

Long days on the road, is

one of the first things that

pop to mind when you are

talking about truckers. It's

a lonely business indeed.

So an idea is going around

to have a truckers-pitstop

at Great Ocean Highway

where truckers can meet

up, have a breath of fresh

air and mingle, have a

coffee or fill up the tank.

A place to be human again.

TRUCKING

BUSINESS, LONELY

BUSINESS?

This image does not represent

the real product.

Enter Text Here.
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